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Asians were not always able to keep themselves from crossing the
line between sober analysis and theological fantasy.

One can also question the prospects for the success of such a dras-
tic program of ideological purification. On the questionable assump-
tion that Mu tazili influences on legal theory could always be readily
recognized, how far could these revisionists carry out their program
without incurring the risk of drastically upsetting the inherited body
of legal concepts, principles, and rules? Since no such revolutionary
aim is discernable in their writings, one must recognize the con-
straints under which they acted.

It is worth noting, too, that that the Iraqi Hanafis, whose doc-
trines the Central Asians so vigorously attacked remained for them
respected Hanafis. The ahl al-sunnah wa 'l-jama ah were understood to
be the backbone of the Hanaft legal tradition, those Hanafis truest
to the teachings of Abu Hanifah and by virtue of that those whose
beliefs were beyond hint of heresy. Still the contributions made by
Iraqi Mu tazilis to the transmission and development of Hanafi law
did not go unrecognized. Isa b. Aban, al-Karkhi, and al-Jassas are
not spoken of with any sign of contempt in these Central Asian texts
even when their opinions in legal theory are being condemned.108

The full vigor of this effort at the theologizing of legal theory was
of remarkably short duration, a brief flowering under al-Maturidi
then the revival of two generations in the time Abu 'l-Mu in al-Nasafi
and Ala al-Din al-Samarqandi. The subsequent reconfiguration of
ahl al-sunnah wa 'l-jama ah to include the Ash aris came after this effort
had lost its momentum. But once orthodox belief could incorporate
such previously despised doctrines as the infallibility of the mujtahids,
all prospects of a further revival of this campaign of "de-Mu tazilization"
were doomed.

108 As we have noted, the same cannot be said of their attitude toward one of
their own, Abu Zayd al-Dabusi.
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IMAMI SHI I REFUTATIONS OF QIYAS

ROBERT M. GLEAVE (University of Bristol)

Refutations of the validity of qiyas are to be found in Imami Shii
collections of reports (akhbar), all available Shii works of usul al-fiqh,
polemics against Sunni thought and not infrequently in works of furu
al-fiqh. This sustained tradition of criticism rarely falters, and whilst
certain elements of Sunni legal theory were incorporated into the
Shii juristic tradition (notably, ijtihad), qiyas, at least terminologically
was never accommodated. Whilst rejections of ijtihad in early Shi i
sources were amenable to reinterpretation without causing a rupture
in the Imami intellectual tradition, such a casuistic project was not
attempted with respect to qiyas. It appears that the akhbar, in which
qiyas was condemned by the Imams, proved too stubborn to admit
of reinterpretation. With the die cast against qiyas, Shi ites embarked
on extensive justifications of their position, the twists and turns of
which form the subject matter of this article.

One striking feature of Shi i discussions of qiyas is the fluidity of
the term's definition and reference. Though Shii akhbar concur on
the illegitimacy of qiyas, its meaning and the associated types of legal
reasoning are less stable. From Sunni discussions of qiyas, it is clear
that the ubiquitous translation of the term as 'analogy' is insufficiently
nuanced. The parameters of qiyas were a debated issue; for some
analogical reasoning was the exclusive referent, whilst for others non-
analogical arguments might also be subsumed under the term.1

Shi i akhbar, the reports attributed to the Prophet and the Imams,
are also ambiguous, though not identically so. There are points at
which qiyas (and its derivatives) refer to analogical reasoning, and are
therefore criticised. In other passages qiyas is used without opprobrium,
and 'comparison' is perhaps a better translation than 'analogy'.2

1 W. Hallaq, "Non-analogical arguments in Sunni Juridical Qiyas", Arabica 36
(1989): 286-306; W. Hallaq, Introduction to Islamic Legal Theories (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998), 96-99; B. Weiss, The Search for God's Law (Salt Lake City:
University of Utah Press, 1992), 488-490.

2 For example, Imam Jafar al-Sadiq was asked who was to bear the compen-
satory payment (diyah) for a murdered man found between two villages. He replied
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Recognising such non-analogical uses of qiyas is unproblematic in most
cases.3 The occasions when qiyas refers to 'analogical reasoning' (in
its broadest sense) are numerous and usually obvious, for example:

Muhammad b. Ya qub relates from Ali b. Ibrahim, from his father,
from Ibn Abi Amir from al-Hasan b. Rashid, who says: I said to Abu
Abd Allah [Imam Ja far al-Sadiq], "Should a menstruating woman
repeat her prayer?" He said, "No". I said, "Should she repeat her
fast?" He said, "Yes". I said, "Why is this so?"4 He said, "The first
to use qiyas was the devil (awwal man qasa Iblis)".5

The legal reasoning is not difficult to reconstruct here. A woman,
during her menstrual period, is excused from the duty of prayer
without the requirement for a compensatory prayer after the end of
her menstrual period. However, the same woman is excused the fast
during the month of Ramadan, but is required to perform com-
pensatory days' fast at a later date. Both prayer and fasting are duties,
the performance of which are affected by menstruation, and yet the
legal consequences are quite different. The rulings pertaining to
prayer and fasting were both known to be the law: Ibn Abi Amir
asked the questions, not to discover whether or not a menstruating
woman is obliged to repeat her prayer or fast, but to discover why
apparently similar cases do not lead to analogous legal rulings.

Later Sunni writers used this example (though obviously not the
Imamic report) to demonstrate one of the restrictions on the appli-
cation of analogy; the reason for a particular ruling must be known
to be transferable to other situations, and not specific to that case.6

The Imam's enigmatic response to Ibn Abi Amir's question is, how-

that the distance "between the two villages is calculated (yaqas). Whichever is nearer
to him is responsible for the payment". Shaykh al-Saduq Ibn Babuya, Man la
yahduruhu al-faqih, 4 vols. (Qum: Jama at al-Mudarrisin fi al-Hawzah al- llmiyah,
1404/1983-4), 4:101, and a variant, Muhammad b. Ya qub al-Kulni, al-Kafi,
8 vols. (Tehran: Dar al-Kutub al-Islamiyah, 1388/1968), 7:356.

3 However, see Kulini, Kofi, 7:323 and al-Shaykh al-Tusi, Tahdhib al-ahkam, 10
vols. (Tehran: Dar al-Kutub al-Islamiyah, 1390/1970), 10:266. Does yaqasu here
mean "this is calculated according to the compensatory payment due for an eye"
or "this is analogous to the payment due for an eye?" Is there a difference between
these translations?

4 This staged question clearly concerns the legal reasoning of the Imam.
5 Shaykh al-Tusi, d-Istibsar, 4 vols. (Tehran: Dar al-Kutub al-Islamiyah, 1390/1970),

2:93.
6 As Weiss puts it, "the occasional factor behind the original rule must be unre-

stricted in its operation as a rule-occasioning factor" to make the analogy valid;
Weiss, God's Law, 566.
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ever, a rejection of the whole analogical process. The law simply
does not work in such a regular fashion. By using qiyas (here mean-
ing a simple analogy between apparently similar cases), one falls into
the sin of Satan himself.7

The Imams' rejection of qiyas is found in other akhbar, which are
more equivocal:

Aban asked the Imam about the compensation to be paid by a man
who severs the finger of a woman. He [Aban] said: The Imam said,
"Ten camels". I said, "and if he severs two fingers?" He said, "Twenty."
I said, "and if he cuts off three?" He said, "Thirty". I said, "and four?"
He said, "Twenty camels". I said, "Praise be to God! He cuts off three
and the diyah is thirty camels, but for four fingers, the diyah is only
twenty camels. If we had heard this in Iraq, we would have forgiven
the one who said it, and maintained that Satan must have put the
words in his mouth!" The Imam said, "Relax. This is indeed the rul-
ing of the Prophet of God. A woman is due the equivalent of a man
until a third of the diyah is reached. When it reaches one third, the
woman is given one half. O Aban, you took me to be using qiyas, but
if qiyas is used on the Sunna, religion is ruined".8

The legal reasoning attributed to the Imam can, once more, be con-
structed. The compensatory payment due for the severance of one
finger is 10 camels; hence there are analogous payments for two and
three fingers of twenty and thirty camels respectively. With four
fingers, an additional (Prophetic) ruling comes into force. Compensatory
payments to an injured woman are equal to that of a man until one
third of the compensatory payment for homicide is reached. After
this amount, the woman is due half that due to a man. Since pay-
ment for homicide is 100 camels (a third of which is 33 and 1/3
camels), the analogy from 1,2 and 3 severed fingers to four severed
fingers is invalid. The amount due to a man would be 40 camels,
but a woman only receives 20 camels.

The resultant ruling, in Aban's eyes, is unjust as the man can save
camels by severing an additional digit. But the Imam states that this
is the ruling of the Prophet of God (hukm rasul allah), and hence is
not subject to alteration. The report might, then, seem to be a rejec-
tion of analogy. However, on further consideration, mere analogy

7 The reference here is most probably to Satan making the invalid analogy
between being an angel (created from light, whilst man is created from mere clay),
and himself being greater than Adam. Whilst it might seem logical that angels are
placed higher than human beings, this does not accord with the wishes of God.

8 Ibn Babuya, Faqih, 3:118.
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cannot be meant by qiyas here. The analogy between the compen-
sation for one finger, and that for two fingers is acceptable to the
Imam (as it is for three fingers also). Analogy is, then, employed by
the Imam. However, an additional piece of revelatory evidence (a
Prophetic report) restricts the extension of the analogy to the fourth
finger (and beyond). In this context, the verb qasa means not 'to
employ analogy', but rather 'to employ analogy without regard to
restriction imposed by other revelatory material'. It is this that is
condemned.9 Qiyas here refers to a restricted analogy.

A final example from the akhbar will demonstrate the lexical scope
of qiyas:

Muhammad b. al-Qasim relates from Abu al-Husayn al-Nakha i from
Ibn Abi Amir from Abd al-Rayhan b. al-Hajjaj from Abu Abd Allah
[Imam Ja far al-Sadiq] concerning the man who fires a shot at prey
which is walking towards the sacred area (haram). The shot is successful
and the prey carries the injury until it enters the sacred area, where
it dies. He said, "He is not due a penalty. He is in the position of
the man who sets up a trap outside of the sacred area, and prey falls
into it. The prey, having escaped from the trap staggers into the
sacred area and dies there".
I said, "This is a type of qiyas in their opinion".
He said, "No. I only likened (yashabbih) one thing with another".10

What does qiyas mean in this report, and how is it distinguished
from likening or similarity (shabah)? The two cases are similar, it
appears, because they are both categorised under the general head-
ing "hunting outside the sacred area". Activities in this category do
not carry a punishment penalty (though hunting inside the sacred
area is prohibited). If the two cases had been analogous, then one
would have been able to deduce the ruling in the case of the man
who shoots at his prey in the following manner:

Cl. A man lays a trap outside the sacred area. Prey is injured in the
trap, but survives long enough to enter the sacred area and dies there.
Rl. This man is not due punishment [perhaps because his intention
was to perform the permitted action of hunting outside the sacred
area].

9 The procedure recommended here seems close to one of the Hanafi concep-
tions of istihsan: "takhsis al-hukm ma a wujud al- illah" (restriction of the legal ruling
despite the presence of its ratio). This is found in the earliest Hanafi works of usul
al-fiqh (on the discussions of this type of istihsan see, M. Bedir, "The Early devel-
opment of Hanafi usul al-fiqh" (Ph.D. diss., University of Manchester, 1999), chap. 5.)

10 Al-Tusi, Istibsar, 2:206-207.
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C2. A man shoots at prey. Both he and the prey are outside the sacred
area. The prey is walking towards the sacred area at the time of attack.
It is injured but survives long enough to enter the sacred area and
dies there.
R2. The second man is not due any punishment [because his inten-
tion was also not to hunt inside the prohibited area].

Implicit in this reasoning is the assumption that the circumstances
in case Cl, which lead to the ruling Rl, also pertain in C2 (and
lead to R2). However, one cannot, as a humble believer, know
whether the circumstances which lead to rulings Rl and R2 are
common to both cases. One does not even know whether Rl was
'caused' by the circumstances of C1. The ruling may not be explic-
able by the laws of causality. In short, one only knows that rulings
Rl and R2 pertain to cases Cl and C2 respectively because the
Imam has revealed this to be the case. The comments about simi-
larity were not to aid future deduction by jurists, but were strictly
obiter dicta, with no relevance to the legal reasoning behind the rul-
ings. It is as if the Imam was expressing a casual interest in the fact
that these two different cases happen to have the same ruling. Why
they have the same ruling is accessible only to God (and, through
God, the Imam).11

Qiyas, then, in this report is the procedure whereby an ungrounded
ruling in one case is supposedly derived from presumptions about
the causes of a ruling in a known case. To express it (anachronisti-
cally) in later juristic terminology, qiyas here is the derivation of a
hukm for a far by a supposed illah shared between the far and the
asl. Here qiyas means a strict juridical analogy.

Though the term qiyas is employed in different senses in different
akhbar, analogical reasoning does appear as a constant element. An
examination of other akhbar in which qiyas (or its derivatives) occur
would, no doubt, produce additional nuances. However, a provi-
sional conclusion on the use of qiyas in the Imami Shii akhbar is
that when it is used to describe a procedure rejected by the Imams,
it refers to a form of analogical reasoning (be it in simple, restricted
or juridical form).

11 In fact, the rulings differ between the cases, according to al-Tusi. In an exeget-
ical note, he adds that though the man in case C2 deserves no punishment, he is
due penance ( ka f fdrah) , since killing prey which is walking towards the haram is con-
sidered reprehensible (makruh) for which there is penance (but no judicial punish-
ment). See Tusi, Istibsar, 2:207.
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On those occasions when qiyas is rejected in the akhbar, the rea-
soning is less than precise. The rejection appears to be based on an
assumption that the law is not a system bound by the logical rules
of analogy. God is not forced to be consistent in his rulings, and
though at times rules may appear similar, one cannot predict God's
decision on any matter through an understanding of other (known)
elements of the law.

One of the aims of legal theory is, however, to describe the inter-
nal logic of the legal system. Understanding the internal logic may
aid in the derivation of new rulings, or justify known rules, or resolve
existing disputes over the law. Alternatively, understanding the logic
of the law may be an intellectual exercise, or act of religious devo-
tion, with little or no practical application. Which of these possi-
bilities accurately expresses the function of Islamic legal theory (and
in this I include usul al-fiqh} is not relevant here. My point is that
the reason, as far as we can discern it from the akhbar, for reject-
ing qiyas involved a resistance to the view that the law of God forms
a coherent logical system. This position inhibited the development
of a legal theory within the Shi i juristic tradition, since the law was
seen as a series of atomised rules with no necessary logical rela-
tionship to one another. When one has a living source of legal knowl-
edge (the Imam), such a meta-system is surplus to requirement. With
this attitude it is, perhaps, unsurprising that Shii works of usul al-
fiqh did not emerge until some time after the first wave of Muslim
usul works. When the Imam goes into hiding, some coherence becomes
both a practical and intellectual desideratum.

The rejection of qiyas, inherited by early Shii usul writers as the
Imami position, could not be justified on the grounds of the fun-
damental incoherence of the law (as seen in the case of the akhbar),
since the whole point of usul al-fiqh was to explain the law in a co-
herent manner. Hence additional arguments had to be found. The
argument of al-Shaykh al-Mufid (d.413/1022) in his work of usul
al-fiqh (unfortunately lost) is summarised by Abu al-Fath al-Karajiki
(d.449/1057). Qiyas and ra'y (both are undefined in the text we have,
though the latter implied some concept of personal opinion) are
linked together:
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Qiyas and ra'y:
It is our view that qiyas and ra'y have no place in the derivation of
legal rulings (istikhraj al-ahkam al-shariyah). Nothing correct (sawab) can
be known [from them] concerning the nature of [the legal rulings].
Whoever relies upon [qiyas and ra'y] in the fulfilment of their legal
duties has erred.12

The reason for the inadequacy of qiyas and ra'y is given elsewhere
in Karajiki's summary:

As for qiyas and ra'y, it is our view that with respect to the Sharia, they
are irrelevancies (saqitan) which do not produce knowledge ( ilm), cannot
particularise a general statement, cannot generalise a particular statement
and do not provide an indication of the literal meaning [of a word].13

From these densely worded comments, it is clear that Mufid, if accu-
rately summarised by Karajiki, rejected qiyas on epistemological
grounds. Qiyas did not bring knowledge of the law. Qiyas is not
necessarily an illegitimate procedure in itself. It is an illegitimate
procedure because its results fail Mufid's strictures on knowledge. It
is epistemologically inadequate. Mufid seems to have accepted that
the law is coherent. Qiyas, however, can never bring knowledge as
to the nature of that coherence. It has nothing pertinent to say on
the general and particular nature of rulings, and cannot aid in dis-
covering the meanings of words in the revelatory texts (these are
obviously the areas where the law might be said to be coherent in
Mufid's view). One recognises here a shift in the argument against
qiyas. In the akhbar the argument appears to be based on a rejec-
tion of the law's coherence. In Mufid's text (as we have it), qiyas
can provide no knowledge ( ilm) of the law's coherence.

Interestingly, amongst Mufid's pupils, this argument is considered
ineffective. Both Sayyid al-Murtada (d.436/1044) and al-Shaykh al-
Tusf (d.460/1067) consider qiyas to be an illegitimate procedure, but
not as a result of its failure to bring knowledge. They both argue
that qiyas is rejected because it is unsupported by any textual indi-
cator (dalil}. These two arguments against qiyas (epistemological inad-
equacy and insufficiency of textual support) dominate Imami thinking
on qiyas in the subsequent tradition, passing in and out of fashion.

12 Abu al-Fath Muhammad al-Karajiki, Kanz al-fawa id, 2 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-
Adwa', 1985), 2:28.

13 Karajiki, Kanz, 2:23.
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Both Murtada's al-Dhari ah ild usul al-shari ah, and Tusi's Uddat al-
usul, contain substantial chapters on qiyas. This fact alone indicates
the influence of the more developed Sunni tradition of usul writing.
That Shi i writers include extensive discussions of legal ideas they
reject is an indication of the reactionary nature of Imami usul thought.
There is some debate over which of the works was written first.
Though Murtada taught Tusi, Devin Stewart has argued that Murtada's
mention of a work of usul by a scholar in the preface to the Dhari ah
is a reference to Tusl. Therefore Tusi must have completed the
Uddah first. Textual evidence (organisation of material, structure, ter-

minology and expression and duplication of material) places Tusi's
chapter on qiyas later than that of Murtada.14 Passages in Murtada's
analysis are reproduced verbatim in Tusi's work; indeed at times the
chapters appear as manuscript variants. However, Tusf's presenta-
tion is better organised and focused, whilst Murtada digresses into
matters of tangential relevance to juristic qiyas. Tusi also employs a
sophisticated and consistent terminology in his presentation, whilst
Murtada's chapter represents a stage when terminology had not yet
been stabilised.15

Murtada's discussion of qiyas is divided into six sections ( fusul ) :

1. An introduction.16

2. A section on whether, by informing the Prophet (or a subsequent
scholar) that whatever he chooses is correct, God in fact allowed the
Prophet (or scholar) to decree legal rulings on the basis of his own
reasoning and not on the basis of legal indicators.17

3. A section on the meaning of qiyas, ijtihad and ra'y.18

4. An examination of the different views on qiyas.19

14 See further below, note 39.
15 This does not necessarily disprove Stewart's position, since he adds the caveat,

"Al-Tusi must, therefore, have written 'Uddat al-usul initially during Murtada's life-
time, before 480/1038—9, and subsequently redrafted sections of the work after
Murtada's death, though he left the original introduction intact". (D. Stewart, Islamic
Legal Orthodoxy (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1998), 136. To demonstrate
this theory, a detailed comparison of Murtada's and Tusi's works would be neces-
sary. If accurate, the chapters on qiyas would be one example of such "redrafting".

16 Sayyid Murtada, al-Dhari a ila usul al-shari a, 2 vols. (Tehran: Danishgah-i Tihran,
1376/1956-7), 2:656-658.

17 Dhari ah, 658-669.
18 Dhari ah, 669-673. In this section Murtada, aware of the confusion within Shii

thought over these matters, distinguishes between these terms, making it clear that
qiyas refers, broadly speaking to analogical reasoning, defining it as ithbat mathal hukm
al-muqis 'alayhi lil-muqis (ibid., 669).

19 Dhari ah, 673-675.
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5. A section on the possibility that the Lawgiver has made it a duty
to act in conformity with what qiyas dictates.20

6. A section on the denial of the incumbency of qiyas.21

The second section, at first blush, appears out of place, but the inclu-
sion of a discussion of this is justified in the introduction. The legit-
imacy of qiyas is first a matter of dispute between those who consider
it to be a legal indicator (dalil shar i) and those who do not. The for-
mer claim that qiyas can justify a legal ruling in the same way that
a piece of textual evidence justifies a particular ruling; that is, it is
an indicator of a legal ruling just as the texts are indicators. Murtada
wishes though to take the argument one step backwards, by asking
whether or not a legal indicator is always a necessary support for a
ruling. Evidence that this may not be the case is examined in the
second section. The argument runs that since the Prophet was, due
to theological considerations, sinless, whatever he decided in response
to a legal dispute or question was correct, even if he had no indi-
cator (i.e. no communication from God) to guide him. That is, did
his sinlessness obviate the need for him to act on the basis of a dalil?
The theological question at the root of this dispute is the relation-
ship between God and the Prophet: did the Prophet have choice
(ikhtiyar) in deciding legal issues, or was every decision dictated to
him by God? The legal question concerns whether or not God has
a complete Sharia, or merely a partial one (leaving some matters
up to the Prophet's decision)? Murtada argues that the Prophet did
not have the faculty of choice with regard to legal matters, and that
all his legal decisions were based on dalils from God. By arguing in
this way, Murtada is heading off, at the outset, a possible argument
for qiyas: that even though qiyas is not a legal indicator, it is, at
times, permitted to make legal decisions without legal indicators,
because the Prophet himself did this, as he was given choice in such
matters by God. If the Prophet was delegated choice, then it is pos-
sible also for the scholar to be delegated choice. Even if qiyas is not
a legal indicator, it may be possible to make legal decisions on its
basis. This possible line of argument is clearly linked to the much
debated issue of hal kull mujtahid musib (are all mujtahids correct in

20 Dhan ah, 675-697. I am influenced in my translation of al-ta bbud bil-qiyas by
Weiss's translation based on Ibn Hajib's gloss on the phrase. Weiss, God's Law,
634-635.

21 Dhan ah, 2:697-791.


